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Abstract
The past few years have seen the issue of refugees rise in prominence, particularly in
Europe but also in other parts of the world. It has been almost seven decades since the
United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees was set up and the first international
treaty regulating the issue of refugees signed. This article examines the international
legal framework governing the issue of refugees and argues that it is ineffectual because
refugees are inherently a matter of high politics — refugees are fundamentally a political
issue subject to the vicissitudes of politics. The moral and economic justifications for
the international refugee regime are also highly contested, and this contestation plays
out in the political realm. The international refugee regime and legal regulation of
the issue is unlikely to be effective for as long as the nation-state continues to be the
primary actor in the international world order. This is because the international refugee
regime requires enforcement by states to be effective — however, political, moral and
economic vicissitudes across the states involved impede its ability to function in its
ideal conception.
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3
The issue of refugees has been of increasing significance in recent years. The UNHCR
estimated that at the end of 2016, 65.6 million individuals were forcibly displaced
worldwide, of whom 22.5 million were refugees, the highest figure ever recorded.1
Refugees can be found all across the world, making it no doubt an issue of global
significance. What role is law likely to play with respect to this issue? This essay seeks
to argue that although an international refugee regime exists as a form of normative
ordering in relation to the issue of refugees, it is ineffectual, and the issue is dominated
by political considerations, which includes both moral and economic issues. The issue
of refugees highlights the continued centrality and importance of the nation-state
paradigm even as globalization appears to be eroding it. This paper is divided into
three sections. In Section I, I first consider and evaluate the existing legal framework
in relation to refugees. In Section II, the ways in which political, moral and economic
considerations heavily influence (or even take precedence over) legal considerations
1
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in relation to refugees will be examined. Section III will then look at how theories of
novel forms of legal regulation can be applied to the refugee context, before I conclude
with my views on how the legal treatment of the issue is likely to develop.

Section I: The International Refugee Framework
As a branch of international law, refugee law is primarily grounded in two treaties — the
1951 Refugee Convention 2 and the 1967 Protocol.3 A refugee is defined in Article 1 (A) 2)
of the 1951 Refugee Convention to be a person who “owing to well-founded fear of
being persecuted for reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular
social group or political opinion, is outside the country of his nationality and is unable
or, owing to such fear, is unwilling to avail himself of the protection of that country;
or who, not having a nationality and being outside the country of his former habitual
residence as a result of such events, is unable or, owing to such fear, is unwilling to
return to it.” 4 The main international institution responsible for refugee issues, the
Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (“UNHCR”), was created
in 1950.5 The UNHCR, as the “guardian of the wider global refugee regime,”6 has two core
mandates — working with states to ensure refugee protection, and ensuring durable
solutions either in the country of origin of refugees or in the new country they are in.7
A person is a refugee by virtue of meeting this definition as a matter of fact 8 —
thus, the formal determination, usually by a state, of whether any given person meets
the definition does not grant the person refugee status from that point onwards, but
is said to be “purely declaratory in nature.” 9 Prior to formal determination, however,
refugees are considered asylum-seekers. Asylum-seekers may or may not be actual
refugees but are generally recognized under refugee law as having a right to apply for
asylum.10 The principle of non-refoulement has been argued to be the “core element” 11
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of refugee law — it prohibits states which are parties to the 1951 Refugee Convention
from expelling or returning refugees back to a country where they will face danger,
and this country they are sent back to need not be their country of origin.12 What non-
refoulement means is that the moment asylum-seekers are within a state’s territory,
the state is prohibited under refugee law from removing them from the territory unless
they have been confirmed not to be refugees — because of the risk that in removing
these asylum-seekers from the territory, some genuine refugees amongst them would
be sent back and face danger.13 There are, however, national security and public order
exceptions found in Articles 32 and 33 of the 1951 Refugee Convention, allowing states
to expel refugees on these grounds.
Three observations can be made at this point. Firstly, the international refugee
regime would appear to challenge a fundamental aspect of the international order, the
sovereignty of individual nation-states.14 Sovereignty is said to be the “grundnorm of
international society” 15 of which the ability to control one’s borders and exclude aliens
from it is a key aspect.16 While it is recognized that globalization has certainly eroded
national sovereignty,17 border controls remain “one of the few remaining ways in which
states can assert their independence” 18 amidst globalization. While it is mandatory to
recognize refugee status,19 there is no duty to grant asylum, that being purely within
the state’s “discretionary prerogative.” 20 Thus, even adopting a purely legal analysis,
there is a tension or even outright conflict between the two legal principles of refugee
protection under refugee law and the sovereignty of states — the refugee claims a right
to safety, while the sovereign nation-state claims a right to control its borders.21 Secondly,
nation-states are central to the international refugee regime. As Jeremy Waldron notes,
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states are both the main sources and main coercive enforcers of international law,22
which includes refugee law. Internationally recognized human rights, including the
rights of refugees, “remain dependent on national legal systems.” 23 This is a view echoed
by Joseph Raz as well, who argues for the continued centrality of the state because
“there is no single institution that appears likely to replace the state.” 24 Thirdly, the
international refugee regime has been argued to demonstrate Kantian cosmopolitan
ideals of cooperation and a concept approaching that of global citizenship.25

Section II — the Effect of Political, Moral and Economic
Considerations on the International Refugee Regime
Political considerations
Bearing in mind the three observations about the tension between refugee law and
sovereignty, and the importance of the state in refugee law, I now consider how extra-
legal considerations affect the legal regulation of refugees. I would argue that the
refugee law regime, since its inception and up to the present day, remains very much
dominated by politics. Chimni emphasizes the importance of historical and political
context despite refugee law’s tendency to be blind to it due to positivism’s influence.26
The modern refugee law regime was intimately linked to Cold War concerns — it was
part of a strategy by Western nations to score political and ideological points against
Communism by accepting refugees fleeing persecution in the communist states.27 The
end of the Cold War meant the disappearance of such political incentives to continue
accepting refugees. Chimni puts forth a realist view, which is that international regimes,
including the refugee law regime, only come into existence when it is in the interests
of a coalition of powerful states to create such a regime, and continues to exist insofar
as it continues to serve the interests of these powerful states.28 This has echoes of the
view found in the “ideology critique” of heterodox legal scholarship,29 which posits
that seemingly objective criteria in legal doctrine “in fact serve the dominant interests
in society which that doctrine protects,” 30 although the difference here is that we are
looking globally rather than at the level of a particular society.
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More fundamentally, the refugee issue will arguably always be intimately linked
to politics because it raises uncomfortable questions about the relationships between
the state, citizens and outsiders. Jeremy Waldron notes that states are not ends in
themselves, but exist “for the sake of human individuals” 31 — but which individuals
count? Matthew Gibney observes that almost all modern states claim to be more than
merely groups of people desiring protection against a Hobbesian state of nature — they
claim to represent distinct peoples possessing unique characteristics.32 States provide
an answer to the difficult question of who is responsible to whom in the world — states
are seen as responsible to their own citizens.33 Thus, it is expected that the interests of
citizens will be prioritized, such that states are “highly resistant to the moral claims of
outsiders” 34 and “it is normal and acceptable for states to discriminate between their
own citizens and others.” 35 The line between citizens and non-citizens demarcates
rights-bearing “haves” from “have-nots.” 36 The idea of citizenship, who “we the people”
are as members of a political community, in itself already a contested concept, becomes
further shaken up with the “incursion” 37 of the refugee into that community. As such,
the refugee issue is an inherently political and politicized issue, impinging on questions
of national identity and belonging. Amidst the forces of globalization which nation-
states can do little to influence, stopping refugees from entering a nation-state is, as
Zygmund Bauman notes, a way to “relieve, at least for a time, the humiliation of our
helplessness and our incapacity to resist the disabling precariousness of our own place
in the world.” 38
As a matter of practice, given the central role individual states play in relation to the
functioning of the international refugee regime, politics of the state is bound to affect
the way refugees are dealt with. Political discourse about refugees appears to fall into two
opposing ideological positions—nationalism and cosmopolitanism. Nationalist political
discourse, emphasizing cultural identity and the fortification of national borders,39 has
been gaining popularity across much of the Western world. Recent developments such
as the rise of far-right parties in Europe and the rightward drift of European political
31
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elites,40 US President Donald Trump’s policies of tightening the border with Mexico 41
and ban on travelers from certain Muslim states,42 and Australia’s military operation
to stop asylum-seekers from reaching Australian territory 43 all highlight an upsurge in
a political outlook hostile to refugees. Populist nationalists are able to tap into deep-
seated resentment, fear and disillusionment with globalization to inspire hatred of
outsiders.44 Cosmopolitan approaches, however, are quite the opposite, influenced by
Kantian ideas of “world citizenship and universal hospitality towards foreigners, crossing
the geo-political borders of nation-states.” 45 Germany under Chancellor Merkel could
be seen as an example of this, espousing an “open-door” policy 46 and taking in an
unprecedented number of refugees.47 There is thus a dichotomy in the political realm
(nationalism vis-à-vis globalism) which mirrors the legal tension (sovereignty vis-à-vis
refugee rights). As James Hathaway observes, the fact that the international refugee
regime is designed and administered by states means that “the availability and quality
of protection vary as a function of the extent to which the admission of refugees is
perceived to be in keeping with national interests” 48 (emphasis added). Indeed, it is not
a case of politics being necessarily at odds with the legality of state actions — a political
leader who is against the entry of refugees can argue that there is a legal basis for policies
to prevent refugees from entering — which is that of state sovereignty. Depending on the
political inclinations of individual leaders and the ideological position taken by the state
towards refugees, very different approaches could be adopted by the leaders of the state
possessing decision-making and policy-making power, demonstrating the centrality of
politics when it comes to this issue.
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Moral considerations
The issue of refugees is also closely linked to questions of morality and plays a vital
role in relation to the both the normative justifications for the international refugee
regime as well as the political arguments made on either side. It can perhaps be
distilled into a fundamental moral question — what moral duties do states owe to non-
citizens? Two contrasting moral positions can be observed — impartialist and partialist.
An impartialist approach emphasizes the universal nature of the requirements of
morality.49 Moral duties are owed to all humans simply because they are humans — it
is not morally permissible to prioritize certain people over others when deciding who
to help — all persons have equal claim to our moral concern.50 Carens, building upon
the ideas of John Rawls, applied the Rawlsian concepts of the “original position” and
“veil of ignorance” on a global level,51 and concluded that state borders were not morally
justified, acting as “feudal birthright privileges … locking citizens of certain countries
into relative privilege and citizens of other countries into poverty and danger.” 52 If
we started from the original position and behind the veil of ignorance, Carens argues
we would not want borders to exist, given the massive inequalities which exist in the
world today. If it is thus accepted that nationality is a morally arbitrary trait,53 then
it follows that states have the same moral duties towards non-citizens as they have
towards their own citizens,54 and states should thus open their borders to refugees.
Indeed, the utilitarian moral philosopher Peter Singer adopts an even more extreme
position –morality requires everyone to work full-time to relieve suffering taking place
across the world.55 In the refugee context, he argues that states have a moral duty to
keep accepting refugees until problematic luxuries had been eliminated and further
acceptance of refugees would cause danger and insecurity to the state.56 Impartialist
moral positions would thus reject the primacy of the legal principle of state sovereignty
(to differing degrees), and instead, support the international refugee regime. Some
theorists even argue that morality is particularly wedded to refugee law, that “the origins
of refugee law demand therefore that legal competence track moral competence.” 57
Yet there is also a competing moral view which opposes impartialism, that of
partiality. Partiality asserts that, all else being equal, it is morally right to act in a way
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which prioritizes the good of those to whom you have a “special responsibility.” 58 Brenda
Almond argues that there can be circumstances where discrimination is “practical,
logical and morally mandated.” 59 She gives the example of a father who prioritizes
saving his drowning child over a drowning stranger, or an aid-giver distributing food
who prioritizes the weaker recipients over the stronger ones. She criticizes Peter Singer’s
universalist views as unrealistic because they conflict with “widely-held intuitions.” 60
Extrapolating this view to the state level, states are seen as having “special responsibility”
to their citizens, morally speaking — states have a duty to provide for their own
members.61 Christopher Wellman takes the argument even further and concludes that
“every legitimate state has the right to close its doors to all potential immigrants, even
refugees desperately seeking asylum.” 62 He reaches that conclusion by reasoning from
the principle of freedom of association — the belief that “each of us enjoys a morally
privileged position of dominion over our self-regarding affairs.” 63 This freedom consists
of not only the freedom to associate, but also to disassociate — the freedom to get
together entails a corresponding right to exclude certain others.64 A legitimate state’s
freedom of association thus entitles it to exclude non-citizens from its territory.65
The moral tension between the impartial and partial views would appear to
be extremely difficult to reconcile since their starting points are so different. While
impartialism emphasizes the moral equivalence of all persons near and far, partialism
considers it morally permissible to discriminate, whether due to the existence of
“special responsibilities” or based on the freedom of association. This is perhaps
a prime example of the incommensurability of values, in the sense of incompatibility
as noted by Ruth Chang — impartialist and partialist values could not be fully realized
together in the world.66 Unless the partialist idea of “special responsibility” is somehow
stretched to include all humans (which would mean the responsibility is no longer
“special”) or the scope of freedom of association greatly reduced, it is difficult to see
how impartialist and partialist moral views can co-exist. The moral dichotomy between
impartialism and partialism, like the political dichotomy noted earlier, also mirrors the
legal dichotomy between refugee rights and state sovereignty.
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Since it is impossible for all in a society to come to a consensus on which moral
view is correct, there is bound to be a split in societies regarding which moral view
should be preferred when it comes to dealing with refugees. The majority of citizens in
a country may be of the opinion that morality requires that the international refugee
regime be upheld and refugees allowed to enter the country, but this may not be a view
shared by citizens of other countries, and indeed, even within the same country, views
on what is moral can change over time. Moral considerations are closely linked to
politics, especially in democracies, because politicians would have an incentive to give
effect to the views of the majority when it comes to refugees. Indeed, one could easily
imagine that a politician who espouses pro-refugee policies in a democratic country
where the majority of voters feel that there is no moral obligation owed to refugees
would not do well in elections.

Economic considerations
As Afilalo and Patterson note, the modern nation-state gains its legitimacy by
providing security and welfare.67 Economic strategies could range from cradle-to-grave
entitlements as in Europe or centralized industrial planning in Japan, but all major
economies have a similar fundamental philosophy, which is “the dedication of the
power of the State to secure, as a matter of entitlement, the welfare of the nation.” 68
Traditional economic theory regards homo economicus as the starting point for
analysis — humans are thought to be rational and self-interested.69 Two things can thus
be assumed — states have an interest in providing for the welfare of their people, and
individual humans are rational and self-interested. The international refugee regime,
however, would appear to go against both these things. Adhering to the international
refugee regime would mean that states should, as a matter of legal principle, accept as
many people who enter as possible, so long as they fit the legal definition of a “refugee.”
The economic significance of refugee flows, however, cannot be simply ignored.
Properly providing for refugees can be a serious economic burden.70 Refugees rely
on public services, such as language training, housing, accommodation, schools and
access to healthcare,71 and this is even worse when the countries receiving refugees
are themselves developing states. For example, in light of the Syrian civil war and the
exodus of Syrians to neighboring countries, on a per-capita basis, Lebanon, Jordan
67
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and Turkey have the highest number of refugees in the world today.72 That refugees
are an economic burden is perhaps exemplified by the acrimonious debates between
European Union member states over proposals for “sharing” refugees –with concerns
about the impact of refugees on state welfare systems being commonly cited.73 From
an economic perspective, it would thus appear that, regardless of whether one looks
at the situation from the state or individual citizen level, refugees do not appear to
make economic sense. States would be less able to provide the same level of economic
welfare to citizens because resources have to be diverted for refugee needs, possibly
eroding state legitimacy, while individual citizens, as rational and self-interested
humans, would presumably be opposed to a situation where they have fewer resources
available for their consumption.
The economic concept of cost-benefit analysis is perhaps useful here. Regardless
of what the legal position is under the international refugee regime, the refugee
situation can be analyzed under cost-benefit analysis in the following manner —
where the benefits of refusing refugees outweighs the costs, then action is taken to
refuse them — otherwise they are allowed entry.74 Refusing refugees is a benefit insofar
as it prevents the economic burdens due to refugees from arising — and might also
allow them to score political points as being “tough” with border security. The costs of
contravening the international refugee regime might, however, involve the potential loss
of “international reputation, political capital … and diplomatic influence” 75 Ultimately,
because it is difficult to “require governments to implement rights perceived by states as
fundamentally at odds with their fundamental interests” 76 due to the lack of coercive
mechanisms at the global level, the cost involved when states breach the international
refugee regime is unlikely to be perceived by states as being greater than the benefit
of compliance.
Legal treatment of the refugee issue is thus likely to be significantly influenced by
economic considerations, which influence political decisions. If refugees are such an
economic burden, then economic considerations would militate in favor of political
leaders adopting anti-refugee policies to prevent more refugees from coming into the
country, especially in democratic countries, where political leaders risk being voted
out by voters who feel that pro-refugee policies are placing an unfair economic burden
on them.
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Section III: Novel Forms of Legal Regulation
I now discuss the extent to which novel forms of legal regulation might be involved in
the issue of refugees — namely the transmission of law, normativity of law and legal
pluralism. Hasegawa emphasizes the importance of “translators” in the adaptation of
legal ideas — legal ideas are not simply transplanted from a source, but are reconstructed
through a process of translation.77 This could be more problematic in cases where there
is a difference in cultural values between the source and the society receiving the legal
ideas.78 More inward-looking societies may possess a cultural aversion to outsiders,
including refugees — making it difficult to accept a legal responsibility towards them.
If refugee law is the “legal object” that is received by nation-states, then it might be
radically changed during and after the reception, because “abstract aspirational norms
are concretized and prioritised among the particular competing concerns of a host
society.” 79 As the examples discussed in the political, moral and economic contexts
show, this is arguably true in the case of refugees. The abstract ideals of the international
refugee regime, in the process of being received and translated into policy responses
by nation-states, end up becoming something possibly quite different altogether. As
Hasegawa argues, the actual nature of legal translation is such that there is necessarily
a “twist” in meaning after translation.80 Similarly, Kahn-Freund stressed the importance
of socio-political context when it comes to the transplantation of law — factors like the
“prevailing ideology, the political institutions and the interests of the powerful” 81 can
be major obstacles to successful transplantation of legal principles — as the preceding
discussion on political considerations shows.
MacCormick posits three features of law — law is institutional, authoritative and
heteronomous.82 Law is institutional in the sense that institutions are required in order
for law to apply because it is not self-applying,83 and these institutions exist to determine
disputes for all persons under their jurisdiction or competence.84 It is authoritative
because decisions by legal institutions are final and conclusive.85 Lastly, flowing from
the two preceding characteristics, law is heteronomous, because “it confronts each
moral agent with categorical requirements in the form of duties, obligations, and
77
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prohibitions that purport to bind the agent regardless of the agent’s own rational will
as an autonomous moral being.” 86 These characteristics may be an accurate description
of law at the nation-state level, but transposing these ideas about the normativity of
law to global legal phenomena like the refugee issue raises some striking differences.
All three of MacCormick’s features would appear to be conspicuously absent in the
international refugee regime. While independent institutions exist, most notably the
UNHCR, refugees are still reliant on sovereign nation-states to give effect to their rights
under refugee law. Without institutions to make decisions apart from those which
are part of nation-states, there can be no authoritative decisions to begin with. As
MacCormick notes, legal determinations within the nation-state paradigm have the
backing of state power, which “bears significantly on vital interests of the persons
whom legal determinations are addressed.” 87 Instead, the international refugee regime
appears to be unable to bind the autonomous wills of nation-states, raising questions
as to the normativity of the international refugee regime compared to state law.
Gillespie suggests the idea of understanding global legal phenomena as “global
scripts.” 88 Global scripts are regulated at three levels of regulatory community 89 —
the formal level, the unofficial level and through public discourse. All three levels
are present in the refugee issue. State regulation and public discourse have been
alluded to earlier — states are the primary actors in the international refugee regime,
and there is much public discourse about refugees mainly with respect to political,
moral and economic considerations. At the unofficial level, numerous refugee NGOs
exist — indeed, much of the groundwork of the UNHCR relies on collaboration with
such NGOs.90 These different levels of regulatory community interact to provide
an end-result — the ultimate manner in which the issue is dealt with, whether it is
convergence with, or departure from, global scripts. Gillespie’s conceptualization of
global scripts and regulatory communities is thus rather useful for understanding why
the international refugee regime is in its present state — by reference to not just the
state, but (especially) public discourse within states. Some countries, like Germany with
its “open-door” policy, have regulatory communities which are more inclined to adhere
to global scripts, while others do not.
As Halpin notes, global legal phenomena can be “troubling” because of the
“inability of the state to control their status and impact as law.” 91 An issue arises as to
the relationship between global legal phenomena and state law — and legal pluralism
is proposed as a possible answer — to recognize overlapping types of laws affecting
86
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the lives of subjects.92 The problem, however, as Twining argues, is that expanding the
idea of “law” to include non-state, global legal phenomena risks including many things
which should not be there, such as culture, traditions and religion.93 Joseph Raz thus
argues for the centrality of the state in the global legal order, because the state remains
“the most comprehensive legally-based social organization of the day.” 94 The global
legal order has generally failed to attain legitimacy through the respect and loyalty of
people around the world — in contrast to how states have managed to instill nationalist
pride in their citizens.95 Raz’s view of the global legal order arguably applies particularly
so in relation to the international refugee regime. As I had sought to demonstrate in my
earlier discussion on the political, moral and economic influences on the international
refugee regime, the nation-state continues to occupy a position which the international
refugee regime does not. Although state legal systems may partially recognize the
normative power of external systems over certain specific matters (such as refugees),
state legal systems deny external systems general power. It is of course possible for
state legal systems to be seen as subordinate to international tribunals — especially by
“oppressed and discriminated individuals” 96 such as refugees — but, as MacCormick
argues, it is the state systems which possess coercive power to give effect to legal rights,97
and not the international refugee regime.

Conclusion
The issue of refugees is a very salient one in the present global context. Unprecedented
numbers of people are leaving their nation-states of origin for various reasons. Although
the international refugee regime exists to address this issue, legal treatment of the
issue is likely to be very much extra-legal as the issue is fundamentally political. Moral
and economic issues related to refugees also have tangible political implications in
relation to whether states adopt pro-refugee policies (and act consistently with the
international refugee regime) or anti-refugee policies (which are not consistent with
the international refugee regime). Refugee flows have arguably always been a matter of
high politics,98 and as refugee scholar Goodwin-Gill notes, it is “unrealistic to imagine
that the problem of refugees can ever be entirely non-political.” 99 I offer two reasons
for this — firstly, the structure of the international refugee regime is such that nation-
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states are the key actors — and that means the legal implementation of the regime is
highly dependent on the political context. The differing legal positions correspond
to diametrically opposed ideological and moral positions towards refugees — thus,
states can, and do, act inconsistently with the international refugee regime where it
is seen as being in their interest to do so. Secondly, the inherent nature of the refugee
issue itself is highly-charged, going to the very heart of cherished ideas of citizenship,
identity and affinity. Unlike relatively apolitical areas of law like the law of contracts
or international commercial arbitration, refugees raise uncomfortable political, moral
and economic questions. The net effect of all of this is to create a stark “disharmony of
law and social reality.” 100 Perhaps this is an example of a global legal phenomenon that,
against the trends of globalization, highlights the importance rather than irrelevance
of the nation-state paradigm. We should thus acknowledge the tension between
“universalism and particularism, between cosmopolitanism and nationalism,” 101 and
ideally, strike a balance between the two.102 A truly cosmopolitan approach towards
refugees is, however, unlikely to materialize so long as nation-states remain the primary
actors in the global legal and political order.
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Анотація
За останні п’ять років спостерігалося різке зростання важливості питання біженців,
особливо в Європі, але і в інших частинах світу. Пройшло вже майже сімдесят років
з того часу, як було створено посаду Верховного комісара ООН у справах біженців
і підписаний перший міжнародний договір, який регулює питання біженців. Ця
стаття присвячена аналізу міжнародного правового механізму регулювання
питання біженців і відзначає його неефективність, оскільки біженці є невід’ємним
об’єктом великої політики — біженці є фундаментальним політичним суб’єктом
політики. Моральні та економічні обґрунтування сучасного режиму регулювання
питань біженців також викликають багато суперечок, які точаться передусім
в політичній площині. Міжнародно-правовий режим регулювання питань
біженців ще не скоро може стати ефективним, особливо допоки національні
держави залишаться основними гравцями в міжнародному світовому порядку.
Міжнародний режим правового регулювання питань біженців вимагає своєї
реалізації на практиці та втілення з боку держав, водночас політичні, моральні
та економічні умови, що існують між різними державами, включеними у процес
регулювання питання біженців, послаблює ефективність цієї системи.
Ключові слова: біженці, міграція, політика, міжнародне право, філософія,
національні держави

